
 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

DealPoint and Dealum Join Forces to Streamline Deal-Flow for Canadian Angel Investing 

MAY 7th, 2024 -Calgary, AB,  - DealPoint, the leading platform for streamlining private 

capital raising, is thrilled to announce a strategic partnership with Dealum, the innovative 

investor group collaboration platform. This collaboration marks a significant step forward 

in empowering early-stage investors and startups through enhanced connectivity and 

efficiency. 

Dealum has distinguished itself as a pioneering force in the realm of angel investing, 

offering a state-of-the-art platform designed to facilitate seamless collaboration among 

investors and startups. With its focus on optimizing the deal-flow process and fostering 

meaningful connections, Dealum has emerged as a go-to destination for both seasoned 

investors and burgeoning startups seeking capital infusion. 

Complementing Dealum's expertise, DealPoint brings to the table its comprehensive suite 

of solutions aimed at simplifying the capital raising journey. From onboarding investors, 

facilitating document management and managing SPVs, DealPoint empowers issuers and 

investors alike to navigate the complexities of private capital raising with ease and 

confidence. 

"The partnership between DealPoint and Dealum is a game-changer for an angel group’s 

experience," said Sandi Gilbert, Founder at DealPoint. "By combining Dealum's deal-flow 

collaboration platform with DealPoint's robust capital raising solutions, we are poised to 

deliver unparalleled value to angel investors and startups worldwide." 

Through this strategic alliance, DealPoint and Dealum aim to bridge the gap between angel 

investors and startups, fostering a vibrant and dynamic ecosystem conducive to growth 

and innovation. By leveraging their respective strengths and resources, the two companies 

are committed to empowering angels to access a deal-flow and a simple investor 

experience, maximizing access to high-potential investment opportunities. 



“With Dealum's established presence and customer base in Canada, our partnership 

promises a win-win scenario for entrepreneurs and investors alike, offering seamless 

solutions for fundraising,” said Seren Rumjancevs, Dealum CEO. “We're happy to team up 

with DealPoint to innovate the Canadian Angel investing landscape. This collaboration 

holds significant potential to cater to the needs of the Canadian ecosystem.” 

As DealPoint and Dealum embark on this collaborative journey, they look forward to 

ushering in a new era of innovation and opportunity in the early-stage investing landscape. 

With a shared commitment to excellence and innovation, the two companies are well-

positioned to empower entrepreneurs and investors alike to unlock their full potential and 

achieve their goals. 

For more information about DealPoint and Dealum, please visit dealum.com and 

DealPoint.ca or email dealum@dealpoint.ca.  

About DealPoint: 

DealPoint is a Canadian leading platform for streamlining private capital raising, offering 

comprehensive solutions for issuers and investors navigating the complexities of early-

stage investing. With a focus on efficiency, transparency, and compliance, DealPoint 

empowers clients to achieve their capital raising goals with confidence and ease. 

About Dealum: 

Dealum is the leading deal flow and collaboration platform for angel group’s, built with 

angel network managers in mind. The platform makes deal sharing and syndication, 

pipeline and funnel management, and investor communication more efficient while 

creating a collaborative and thriving early-stage investor ecosystem. 
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